Lipley Hall
Cheswardine, Nr Market Drayton

Market Drayton 6.5 miles | Newport 8.5 miles
Stafford Station 14 miles | Shrewsbury 24 miles
Stoke on Trent 18 miles | Birmingham 42 miles

A fabulous small country estate with
outstanding equestrian facilities in
a stunning, idyllic rural location
Magnificent period farmhouse with drawing room,
dining room, kitchen with AGA and family room
Utility, office, cellar
Eight bedrooms including impressive principle bedroom suite
Separate entertaining room with potential as annexe
Side of house

Expansive lawned gardens
Extensive modern and traditional farm buildings offering
superb equestrian facilities including 49 stables
Pasture and arable land
Up to 211.67 Acres (85.66 Ha) in all
Offered as a whole or in three lots

Cheshire:
Stapeley House
Nantwich,
CW6 7JW

01270 439500

www.barbers-rural.co.uk
sales@barbers-rural.co.uk

Shropshire:
Smithfield House
Market Drayton,
TF9 1EW

01630 692500

The Location
Lipley Hall is found approximately one mile the charming village of Cheswardine
which was referenced in the Doomsday book of 1086. The popular village offers a
range of facilities including public houses, community shop, and thriving primary
school.
A greater variety of amenities can be found in the local market towns of Market
Drayton and Eccleshall along with the larger conurbations of Newport (which is
home to a Waitrose supermarket and Marks and Spencer convenience store),
Stafford, Shrewsbury and Telford. The area is well-served educationally with private
and state schools and renowned boys’ and girls’ selective schools, a number of which
offer a collection service from Cheswardine. The area has excellent road links via
the A53 and A41 to the M54 and M6 motorways and a mainline rail station is found
at Stafford with a direct line to Euston in 1 hour and 15 minutes.
This stunning property is situated in an idyllic rural location, accessed by a half milelong lime tree lined private front driveway with a second separate private drive
giving access to the farmyard. The first impression of the property is absolutely
breath-taking. It is only upon reaching the electric gates, which sit some 500m from
the house, that the true splendour of the property reveals itself fully to the visitor.
There is no doubt that Lipley Hall is one of the leading jewels in North Shropshire’s
property crown and will be sought-after by a wide audience.

Family room

LOT ONE (House, Buildings and 95.63 Acres (38.70 Ha))
The House
Lipley Hall once formed part of the prominent Cheswardine Hall Estate until the
Estate was divided and sold in 1948. The farm has only subsequently been offered for
sale once in 2003 when it was purchased by the current owners. Since then the
property has undergone an extensive scheme of modernisation which, due to its
comprehensive and detailed nature, took close to seven years to complete.
The handsome and well-proportioned house is believed to date back to the early
18th Century and the modernisation works have been undertaken with great care to
safeguard the inherent period charm of the property whilst ensuring that it offers an
impressive, contemporary living space which caters for all the requirements of
modern 21st century living.

Kitchen

The elegant and striking farmhouse is entered through a glazed side entrance porch
with plentiful storage for outdoor equipment. This leads to the traditional farmhouse
-style kitchen with a range of bespoke handmade kitchen units which have been
carefully designed to echo the traditional ethos of the farmhouse. These stunning
units were handcrafted by local oak specialists Venables Oak whose workshop is
located within two miles of the farm and their oak is prevalent throughout the
property from the doors to window cills, architrave and skirting boards. Beyond the

kitchen are two formal reception rooms which are currently utilised as a drawing
room, which has a Charnwood Cove 3 log-burning stove, and a dining room with
substantial brick inglenook fireplace and log-burning stove.
To the rear of the house are a suite of useful rooms including an office, utility room
and cloakroom. A large cellar, which sits below the dining room, offers ideal
storage space particularly suited to wine. The primary living space in this lovely
period home is undoubtedly the family room. With two glazed sides, a vaulted
ceiling and a dramatic roof lantern, this light and airy room has a huge brick
Inglenook fireplace with log-burning stove and sufficient space to house a dining
table for more than sixteen along with a large seating area for family and friends.
The accommodation is spread over three floors with the first floor housing five
guest bedrooms and three bathrooms. The majestic principle bedroom suite, which
is found on the second floor and occupies the entire front portion of the
farmhouse, comprises an extravagant bedroom space with vaulted ceilings and
exposed truss beams, a dressing area with built in storage solutions and a fabulous
en-suite bathroom with jacuzzi bath, his and her sinks and an impressive shower.
In addition there are two further bedrooms, one of which is currently used as a
gym, which share a jack-and-jill shower room.
Outside of ‘party room’

Beyond the house, situated within the side garden, is a recently created ‘party
room’. This wonderful entertaining facility is equipped with a fully fitted bespoke
Venables kitchen and an ESSE iron heart solid fuel fired oven and separate ESSE
pizza oven. Bifold doors to two sides allow this marvellous space to meld
seamlessly with the garden and create a unique area. The room has been cleverly
designed to incorporate a shower room and the integral external covered seating
area could, with relative ease, be incorporated to provide a bedroom space
thereby creating a fully self-contained one bedroom annexe ideal for dependent
relatives or staff.
The Gardens
The gardens lie mainly to the west of the house. Predominantly laid to lawn and
protected by mature hedgerows, the gardens offer a sheltered and secluded area
to enjoy. To the front of the house is a traditional turning circle and parking area
with feature brick roundabout and access to the timber-framed four-bay carport.
The farm buildings are found to the east of the farmhouse and are well-screened
from the house by an attractive brick wall although the family room does have a
fantastic outlook over the lunge pen enabling those in the house to have some
interaction with the activities of the yard.
Inside of ‘party room’

Aerial view of house and buildings

Inside of large stable block (No 14)

The Outbuildings
Originally a dairy farm, the farm buildings have been comprehensively altered to
create a world-renowned equestrian and breeding empire. The sellers have, for
many years, run their extremely successful Arabian breeding business from the farm
and the buildings have been carefully altered specifically for this enterprise.
The area is well-served with a number of popular equestrian centres including Southview, Somerford and Kelsall Hill all within one hours’ drive. Brand Hall Horse Trials
are held in a nearby village and Bolesworth is approximately twenty five miles north.
In addition Twemlows Hall AI Centre is only fifteen miles distant. Hunting locally is
with the North Staffordshire or North Shropshire foxhounds and National Hunt
racecourses are found at Bangor-on-Dee, Uttoxeter and Haydock. Excellent
commuter links allow access to facilities further afield with many international
competition venues being within two hour’s drive.
The farm is found within half a mile of Bishop’s Wood, which was originally a
hunting ground for the Bishop of Lichfield and is now in the management of the
Forestry Commission. Criss-crossed by bridlepaths and footpaths, the Bishop’s
Wood offers access to 1,000 Acres of stunning mature woodland and farmland and
is ideal for exercising of horses with the network of surrounding quiet country lanes
offering endless additional riding out routes.

Lunge pen

The stabling, which is housed in America barn-style buildings, is a bespoke design
with the partitioning having been personally designed and constructed by the current
owners. All possibilities have been considered from the removeable front, which
allow access with a bob cat for mucking out, to the electric heating system on the
water pipes which prevents freezing in the colder weather.
The carefully considered layout has been designed to reduce the workload and save
time wherever possible. This is particularly evident externally with the turnout
paddocks being accessed from the stables with safe and secure throughfares between
them all allowing youngstock and stallions to be easily moved.
The numbers correspond to the attached buildings plan:

Inside of stable block (No 13)

1.

Lipley Hall farmhouse

2.

Viewing Gallery 5.50m x 2.15m
Wooden framed viewing and entertainment hut overlooking a display paddock,
with wood-tiled roof, wooden side cladding

3.

Open Fronted Garage 12.77m x 5.34m
4-bay wooden framed, with tile roof and block rear and side walls

4.

Lunge Pen 22.10m (max) x 11.04m (max)

5.

Stable Block 25.56m x 10.45m overall
Containing 16 American barn style stables (3.48m x 3.19m each), with
individual integrated drinker and feed racks. Concrete and wooden framed,
with concrete panel and wooden side cladding

6. Two storey brick and tile building (former threshing barn)
Tack and wash room, together with 3 stables (currently used for storage) and
WC facility. Offering potential for development as further accommodation or
grooms/staff accommodation subject to the necessary planning consents
7. Single storey brick and tile building
Comprising 3 stables (currently used for storage)
8. General Purpose Building 22.61m (max) x 14.95m (max)
6-bay steel portal framed, with block/wooden shutter boarding and corrugated
side panels.
9. Lean-to Extension to above building 18.14m x 4.42m
5-bay lean-to, with corrugated side panels
10. General Purpose Building / Dutch Barn 23.63m x 17.86m
6-bay, with wooden sleeper and tin side panels. Potential to create an indoor
lunge pen or manège

Dutch Barn (No 10)

11. Loading ramp
12. Medical/Treatment Room 6.13m x 4.63m
Mono-pitch, with block sides
13. Stable Block and Feed Store 41.39m x 10.58m overall
Containing 14 American barn style stables (3.78m x 3.63m each), with individual
integrated drinker and feed racks, internal wash area and extensive covered feed
store (13.19m x 15.58m). 10-bay steel portal framed, with block and wooden
shutter boarding side panels
14. Stable Block 41.39m x 13.60m overall
Housing 19 American barn style stables (14No. 3.78m x 4.15m, 2No. 4.67m x
4.15m, 2No. 4.11m x 4.15m, 1No. 4.47m x 4.15m), with individual integrated
drinker and feed racks. 10-bay steel portal framed, with block and wooden
shutter boarded side panels
The former silage clamps and store areas to the rear of the buildings offer an ideal
space for creation of an outdoor manège and or for erection of further buildings.

Aerial view of arable land (Lot 2)

Whilst the buildings have clearly been adapted for equestrian purposes they could
easily be returned to their original agricultural use or offer potential for alternative
use such as light industrial or commercial subject to the necessary planning consent.

The land immediately in front of the buildings has been sub-divided into a number
of small paddocks. Specifically designed for the grazing of horses, these are fenced
with a super durable ‘Rhino’ fencing which can withstand extreme pressure in a
safe manner. To the rear of the buildings are seven further paddocks which are
post and rail fenced with one being fenced as a stallion paddock. The remaining
land is in larger blocks and is laid to grass having most recently been mowed and or
grazed by cattle.
The farm lies in one ring-fenced block and the land is of a medium loam making it
ideal for either grass or arable crops. Contained within Lot One are two blocks of
woodland which total approximately 7.4 Acres (2.99 Ha) and are planted with a
wide range of mature trees and several ponds which offer excellent habitat for a
range of wildlife and birdlife.

LOT TWO (88.66 Acres (35.88 Ha))
Lot Two comprises approximately 88.66 Acres (35.88 Ha). This land is split by the
back drive to the farm with the land to the south of the drive in permanent grass
and the land to the north in arable rotation.

LOT THREE (27.38 Acres (11.08 Ha))
Lot Three comprises a single block of arable land, accessed from either the front
drive to the farm or from the public highway, which totals 27.38 Acres (11.08 Ha).
Method of Sale
For sale by Private Treaty as a whole or in three lots.
Tenure
We are advised that the property is freehold with vacant possession on completion.
Tenure will be confirmed by the vendors’ solicitor during pre-contract enquiries.
The arable land is let on an annual contract farming agreement. The grassland is let
on an annual grazing/mowing licence. Vacant possession will be available at the end of
the cropping year.

Services
Mains electric and water are available. Drainage is to a private septic tank. Oil fired
central heating system.
We are advised that the above services are available. The Agents have not tested any apparatus, equipment, fittings,
etc, or services to this property so cannot confirm that they are in working order or fit for the purpose. A buyer is
recommended to obtain confirmation from their surveyor or solicitor.

Basic Payment Scheme
The Basic Payment Entitlements are included within the sale and will be transferred
to the buyer as soon as reasonably possible after completion. The payment for 2021
is reserved to the seller.
Fixtures and Fittings
These sales details are for descriptive purposes only and the vendors reserve the
right to remove all fixtures and fittings unless specifically agreed otherwise. A buyer
is recommended to check with their solicitor regarding inclusion or exclusion of
specific fixtures and fittings.
Easements and Rights of Way
Sycamore Cottage has the benefit of an unrestricted right of access along the back
drive of Lipley Hall to access their own private property. In the event that Lots 2 or
3 are sold separately they will be sold with the benefit of a right of access to all
relevant field parcels. Two footpaths cross the farm: one runs north to south across
Lot 2 and the other crosses the north eastern corner of Lot 1, both are some
distance from the farm yard.
The property is sold subject to and with the benefit of all rights including rights of
way, whether public or private, light, support, drainage, water, telephone and
electricity supplies and other rights and obligations, easements, quasi-easements and
restrictive covenants, and all existing and proposed wayleaves or masts, pylons, stays,
cable, drains and water, gas or other pipes, whether referred to in the Sales
Particulars or not, and to the provisions of any Planning Scheme or County or Local
Authorities without obligations on the part of the vendors or their Agents to specify
them.

Directions
From Market Drayton follow the A529 south towards
Newport and in Woodseaves bear left on to Haywood
Lane heading for Cheswardine. In Cheswardine village
turn left opposite the Fox and Hounds pub on to Church
Lane towards Chipnal. At the next T-Junction turn right
and follow the lane for 1/2 mile, after passing Cob Farm
follow the lane for 1/2 mile further and take the next left
on to the front drive to Lipley Hall.
Local Authority
Shropshire Council, The Shirehall, Abbey Foregate,
Shrewsbury, SY2 6LY.

Viewing
Viewing is strictly by appointment with Barbers Rural
and is subject to strict guidelines in light of COVID 19.
A copy of the guidelines is available from Barbers Rural.
Misrepresentations
Barbers Rural for themselves and for the vendors of this
property have endeavored to ensure these details are
accurate. However, if any point is of importance to you
please contact the office to check the information, particularly if viewing involves travelling some distance.
Barbers Rural give notice that:
•

The particulars are set out as a general outline only for

the guidance of the intended purchaser and do not
constitute, nor constitute part of, any offer or contract.
•

All descriptions, dimensions, reference to condition
and necessary permissions for use and occupation and
other details are given without responsibility and intended purchaser(s) shall not rely on them as
statements or representations of fact, they must satisfy
themselves by inspection or otherwise as to the
correctness of each of them.

No person in the employment of Barbers Rural has any
authority to make or give any representations or
warranty whatsoever in relation to this property.
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Aerial view of pasture land (Lots 1/2)
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